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Abstract: Investigations using animal model systems have been enlightening us with
the biology underpinning the development of bladder cancer besides strengthening
the existing therapy to improve the clinical outcome in patients. To date, spontaneous
and chemical inductions are the classical methods in the generation of animal models
of bladder cancer. Attributed to many benefits such as simple protocols and lower
maintenance cost, these animal models are widely applied in the investigations of
bladder cancer pathogenesis and screening of therapeutic drug. In this review, we give
an overview of spontaneous- and chemically-induced bladder cancer animal models
accompanying by the pros and cons of these two types of models. Furthermore, various
chemical carcinogens used in the induction are discussed with the potential benefits
and pitfalls in the establishment of animal models. This review will provide insightful
information about the selection of the correct method in establishing the animal models
of bladder cancer which are instrumental for studying potential therapeutic agents that
target bladder cancer.
Keywords: Bladder cancer, Animal model, Pathogenesis, Drug screening, Chemical
carcinogen

1 Introduction
To mimic human diseases, animal models have been utilized in decades for
the acquisition of disease mechanisms and discovery potential drug targets.
This inevitably has helped the clinicians and researchers in understanding
the etiology, pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment of many human
diseases[1]. Despite the simulation, the biological characteristics and clinical
characteristics, as shown in the animal models, cannot entirely represent
the real picture of the disease in human. Therefore, translation of in vivo
studies from the bench to the bedside for further validations is warranted[2].
At present, the mouse model is the most popular animal model used
for modeling human diseases. Especially in oncology research, inbred
mice (e.g., C57BL/6, C3H/He, BALB/c, and DBA/2J), outbred mice
(e.g., National Institutes of Health, Institute of Cancer Research and
Kunming mouse), mutant mice (e.g., severe combined immunodeficient
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mouse and nude mouse), inbred rats (e.g., Brown
Norway and Fischer 344 rats), and outbred rats
(e.g., Wistar and Sprague Dawley [SD]) models
are usually utilized[3-5]. The studies using this
animal model have considerably contributed
to the discovery of underlying mechanisms
of cancer development and prediction of drug
efficacy. Besides, animal model research also
facilitates the discovery of biomarkers in human
diseases[6].
In this review, we provide an overview of
the animal models used for the study of bladder
cancer. Besides, spontaneous and chemical
induction which are the classical methods for
establishing animal models of bladder cancer
are discussed. This review highlights various
chemical induction methods besides the
benefits and potential pitfalls of this cancer
modeling method. Therefore, this review
provides insightful information for researchers
who want to establish animal models of bladder
cancer.

2 Significance of animal models of bladder
cancer
As the most common urothelial malignancy
among men, bladder cancer has implicated an
estimation of 430,000 cases yearly[7]. Besides
being spatially multicentric and temporally
recurrent, bladder cancer is prone to local
invasive metastasis and associated with a high
postoperative recurrence rate. Therefore, the
study on the occurrence and development
mechanism of bladder cancer forms the basis for
early detection and diagnosis of bladder cancer[8].
Previously, in vitro experiments provided
invaluable knowledge in the biological
characteristics of bladder cancer cells.
Nevertheless, the tumor initiation, progression,
and metastasis of bladder cancer in the body
are not well investigated. Therefore, the
elucidation of cancer cell regulation in tumor
microenvironment will be a plus point through
the study in animal models. The similarities
between animal models and human, such as
genetic constitution, anatomy and physiology,
make the animal model as an ideal tool for
experimental research. Thus, this will bridge the
10

gap between in vitro experimental and clinical
settings[9]. Of course, the results obtained from
animal models are not representative of the
exact human conditions due to the differences in
body composition. Therefore, these results need
further verifications in clinical trials[10].

3 Characteristics of an ideal animal model
of bladder cancer
To establish a stable and uniform animal model
of bladder cancer, careful consideration needs
to be taken to simulate cancer and its biological
characteristics in the animal model with a higher
accuracy so that the identification of potential
drug candidates can become more accurate[6].
The cancer-induced in the animal model
should be bladder-specific and cause limited
adverse effects on other tissues and organs.
In addition to being easily available, low cost
and easy maintenance, an ideal animal model
should take a relatively short period for tumor
formation. Most importantly, the pathological
and biological characteristics of formed tumors
should be similar to human bladder cancer[11].
Hence, these aforementioned factors should be
considered before establishing animal models
to ensure high efficiency, high reproducibility,
controllable, and reliable experiments.

4 Animals commonly used for the establishment
of a bladder cancer animal model
The most commonly used animal models for
the establishment of bladder cancer are mice,
rats, guinea pigs, rabbits, and dogs[12]. These
animal models are ideal for use in research
because they are widely available and sensitive
to carcinogen induction. Apart from low cost and
easy maintenance, these animals take a relatively
short time for tumor formation.

5 Common methods for monitoring
tumorigenesis in animal models of bladder cancer
For examining tumorigenesis in an animal
model, the most common methods used include
pathological examination, palpation of lower
abdomen, acridine orange (AO) staining,
and imaging techniques. These provide basic
Cancer+ | 2020, Volume 2, Issue 1



information on the carcinogenesis of bladder
cancer.
Pathological examination remains the gold
standard for tumor examination. However,
the animals must be sacrificed, followed by
a pathological examination conducted by an
experienced researcher[13]. Palpation of the lower
abdomen is a method that deduces the tumor
formation through hand palpation[14]. Although
it is simple to perform, this technique poses a
difficulty in assessing the size, stage, grade,
proliferation, and metastasis of the tumor.
Apart from that, AO staining of exfoliated cells
in 24-h urine specimen can be used to detect the
presence of bladder cancer cells. The presence of
reddish-orange fluorescence in the cells under a
fluorescent microscope indicates the presence of
bladder cancer cells[15]. Nevertheless, this method
is limited by its low positive rate and high falsepositive rate.
Imaging systems such as computed
tomography (CT) scan, intravesical ultrasound,
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are
always used in diagnosing and monitoring cancer
development. Johnson et al. applied CT imaging
to monitor the bladder cancer tumorigenesis in
UPII-SV40T transgenic mice, which expressed
SV40T antigen specifically in the urothelium and
reliably developed noninvasive bladder cancer[16].
Exophytic bladder cancer is not detectable by
CT imaging at time points earlier than 24 weeks
of age, although carcinoma in situ is present as
early as 4 weeks. Due to a small-sized sample of
the animal model, CT scan is difficult to provide
accurate information about the position and
morphology of the lesion[17,18].
Ultrasonic wave is a kind of sound wave
whose frequency is higher than 20,000 Hertz.
Ultrasound imaging applies the use of ultrasonic
beam scanning over the body to obtain images
of internal organs through the reception and
processing of reflected signals[19]. Patel et al.
used micro-ultrasound imaging (MUI) to
identify the formation of tumors in 15 of 33
C3H/He mice (45%), which were anesthetized
with 70 mg/kg ketamine and 5 mg/kg xylazine,
and 5 × 105 murine bladder tumor cells were
transurethrally injected into the bladder with a
Cancer+ | 2020, Volume 2, Issue 1
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syringe attached to the catheter[19]. The smallest
confirmed tumor on MUI that was detected was
only 0.52 mm3 and the mean tumor volume was
0.95 mm3. Measurements of tumor size by MUI
and gross microscopy had a high correlation
coefficient (r = 0.97). MUI recognized all the
tumors, which were confirmed by pathological
examination. Taken together, transabdominal
MUI is an invaluable tool in translational
studies that involve orthotopic mouse models
of bladder cancer, as this imaging technique
provides real-time, high resolution in vivo
images of bladder tumors. In an experiment,
Glaser et al. applied an MR sequence approach
to monitor the growth of bladder cancer-induced
by the N-butyl-N-(4-hydroxybutyl) nitrosamine
(BBN) carcinogen[20]. Based on the image
obtained from MRI, the bladder wall and tumor
area could be analyzed and calculated, and this
measurement correlates with ex vivo bladder
weight and tumor stage. Thus, MRI enables
quick and reliable assessment of tumor burden
before dividing animals into the control group
and experimental group randomly in studies.
Taken together, the combination of these
examinations is essential to confirm and verify
the presence of tumor cells in these animal
models of bladder cancer.

6 Animal models of spontaneous bladder
cancer
The term “spontaneous tumors” refers to
tumors that arise in mice which have never been
deliberately exposed to any carcinogenic agent
and which are of strains not known to harbor any
vertically or horizontally transmitted oncogenic
virus; that is, the subsequent discovery of the
implication of such an agent in a mouse strain
would require recategorization of the tumors
arising in it[21].
In animal models of spontaneous bladder
cancer, cancer naturally occurs in the experimental
animal population or tumor formation is
preserved by genetic breeding. Some researchers
have conducted in-depth and extensive research
on spontaneous transitional cell carcinoma of
bladder in canine model. The results showed
that spontaneous transitional cell carcinoma of
11
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bladder in dogs is highly similar to human bladder
cancer in many aspects, such as the proportion
of bladder cancer in malignant cases, incidence
of bladder cancer, risk factors, pathological
features, gene expression profile, invasiveness
and metastasis of tumor, and response to the
therapeutic drug[18,19,22-24]. However, the location
of tumor in the bladder is different from human.
Bladder cancer in dog is prone to occur in the
trigone of bladder, while human bladder cancer
can occur anywhere in the bladder cavity.
In addition, a spontaneously appearing bladder
cancer was firstly observed in Nb rat over a
15-month period[25]. In another study, Moorselaar
et al. carried out a cohort of 300 ACI rats and
found two spontaneous bladder cancers, namely,
RBT323 and RBT157[26]. The aforementioned
spontaneous bladder cancer cells were serially
transplantable, and they harbored different
capabilities of metastasis to lung[26]. Furthermore,
rat spontaneous bladder cancers were similar to
human bladder cancer in histological pattern,
gene expression pattern, and gene mutation
profile[26], thereby making rats an ideal model of
bladder cancer for treatment evaluation[25].
Taken together, the advantage of using a
spontaneous animal model of bladder cancer in
the experimental studies is that cancer occurs
completely under natural conditions. Besides,
the occurrence and development of tumor are
very similar to human bladder cancer. This
aids in investigating the role of environmental
factors, carcinogenic factors, and genetic
factors in the development of bladder cancer
and the therapeutic effect of drugs. However,
there are some disadvantages of this model
in experimental research. For instance, the
difference in growth rate between individuals
is large. Besides, there is no uniformity in the
occurrence and development of bladder cancer;
thus, it is difficult to obtain a large quantity
of tumor-bearing animals with uniform tumor
growth within a specified time. Furthermore, the
establishment of animal models of spontaneous
cancer is associated with a long establishment
cycle, complex process, low reproducibility,
high animal demand, and high maintenance
cost.
12

7 Animal models of chemically-induced
bladder cancer
Animal model of chemically-induced bladder
cancer is established by inducing bladder cancer
in the experimental animal population using
various carcinogenic factors. The bladder tumor
can be induced in various animals using chemical
carcinogens, physical factors, and biological
factors. In 1937, Hueper was the first who reported
the successful induction of bladder cancer model
in a dog using β-naphthylamine. In 1964, Druckrey
et al. successfully induced bladder tumor in an
animal model by feeding the animals with water
pre-mixed with BBN for 40 weeks[27]. In 1967,
Ertürk reported the establishment of an animal
model of bladder cancer which was induced by
N-[3-(5-nitro-2-furyl)-2-thiazolyl] formamide
(FANFT)[28]. In 1972, Hicks et al. instilled
N-methyl-N-nitrosourea (MNU) into the bladder
cavity and induced bladder cancer[29]. During
the establishment of bladder cancer-induced
by chemical carcinogen, the histopathological
change of bladder mucosa of the animals can be
roughly divided into three phases, namely, simple
proliferative phase, atypical proliferative phase,
and cancerous phase. Although the majority of
chemically-induced tumors are low grade[30], the
chemical carcinogens have an important role
in the induction of cancer in the animal model.
This helps in future research in delineating
the molecular pathogenesis of bladder cancer
and developing novel therapeutic strategies in
treating bladder cancer.
7.1 BBN-induced bladder cancer

BBN is closely associated with the occurrence
of human bladder cancer as its carcinogenesis
mechanism is similar to that of smoking-induced
bladder cancer[5]. N-butyl-N-(3-carboxypropyl)
nitrosamine, a metabolite of BBN, is excreted in the
urinary system, so it can directly come in contact
with urothelium. However, their encounter would
implicate damage to DNA in the urothelial cells
and eventually leads to bladder cancer induction.
In experimental research, the conventional method
to induce bladder cancer development involves
feeding the nude mice with 0.05% BNN dissolved
Cancer+ | 2020, Volume 2, Issue 1



in water. However, this method is superseded by
the gavage method which offers higher accuracy
in controlling the carcinogen dose. Scientists
had used this method to feed the female SD rats
of 6–8 weeks old with 0.05% BBN in water and
used the ultrasound imaging to monitor tumor
formation. Tumor growth was detected within
3 weeks with the confirmation of histopathological
examination and bladder cancer was successfully
induced in all experimental rats, recording a tumor
formation rate of 100%[31].
In another study, He et al. showed that BBN
caused a high level of mutagenesis, specifically
in the epithelial cells of the urinary bladder
in Big Blue® mice containing lacI gene[32].
Specifically, the mutation frequencies in
urothelial cells of mice were about two orders
of magnitude greater than the spontaneous
mutation background, and no appreciable
mutagenesis was observed in kidney, ureter,
liver, or forestomach. Although there is an
elevation of BBN-induced mutagenesis in
urothelial cells of rats, this level of mutagenesis
was not as profound as in the mice. This might
explain why rats are less prone than mice to
the establishment of bladder cancer-induced
by BBN. These results demonstrated that BBN
induction is a novel method for initiating the
growth of bladder cancer because urothelial
cells are highly susceptible to BBN.
To reveal whether BBN-induced model
mimics human bladder cancer at the molecular
and mutational level, Fantini et al. analyzed gene
expression and mutational landscape of the BBN
model by next-generation sequencing followed
by a bioinformatic comparison to human bladder
cancer[33]. The analysis of sequencing data
indicated that BBN tumors expressed markers
of basal cancer subtype such as Cd44, Cdh3,
Krt14, and Krt5. In addition, Trp53 (80%),
Kmt2d (70%), and Kmt2c (90%) were frequently
mutated in BBN-induced tumors. These results
revealed several similarities between human
bladder cancer and the BBN-induced cancer in
mouse model, providing a strong rationale for its
use in molecular and drug discovery studies.
There are some benefits of utilizing BBN as
a mean of bladder cancer induction in animal
Cancer+ | 2020, Volume 2, Issue 1
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models. Apart from having high similarity to
human bladder cancer[33], an animal model of BBNinduced bladder cancer is immunocompetent
and easy to establish. Thus, this allows the
investigations of immune responses to bladder
cancer in this model.
7.2 FANFT-induced bladder cancer

FANFT is usually pre mixed in food before
feeding to an animal. Similar to BBN, FANFT
is one of the chemical carcinogens contained in
tobacco. Several studies showed that this chemical
agent is more likely to induce urothelial cancer
in rodents[34]. With a typical concentration of
0.2% FANFT, an animal model of bladder cancer
was successfully established, and researchers
also found that simultaneous administration
of indomethacin and FANFT by feeding could
effectively enhance carcinogenicity of FANFT in
rats[35]. However, reports on FANFT induction of
bladder cancer are relatively scanty as BBN is a
more favored carcinogen for induction.
7.3 MNU-induced bladder cancer

Being a nitrosamine of nitroso compounds, MNU
acts as a direct carcinogen that induces tumor by
causing DNA damage through the methylation
of guanine molecules in nucleic acid. MNU is
administered by intravesical instillation, and
standardized operation is of great significance
to ensure a high level of resemblance in animals
throughout the model establishment process.
Pathological and morphological features of
MNU-induced bladder cancer are similar to those
of human bladder cancer as they are transitional
cell carcinomas originating from the mucosal
epithelium.
Hicks et al. found that single instillation of
MNU into the bladder cavity could cause extensive
necrosis and ulceration of bladder mucosa, but not
cancer. Following that, MNU was administered
twice a week with 1.5 mg each time, resulting in
the establishment of an orthotopic mouse model
of bladder cancer 2 weeks later with a tumor
occurrence rate of 100%[29]. Furthermore, Ferrari
et al. successfully established an animal model
of induced non-muscle invasive bladder cancer
through intravesical injection of 1.5 mg/kg of
13
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Table 1. Characteristics of animal models of bladder cancer
Mode of
establishment

Host

Spontaneous

Characteristics

References

Advantages

Disadvantages

Dog

• Cancer occurs completely under natural
conditions
• The pathological features, gene
expression profile, invasiveness and
metastasis of tumor, and response to the
therapeutic drug are highly similar to
human bladder cancer
• This establishment mode allows the
development of novel drugs and disease
management strategies.

Tumor development takes a
long time

[22-24]

BBN-induced

Mouse,
rat

• The pathological features, gene
expression, and mutation profile are
similar to human bladder cancer
• The animal model is easy to establish
and takes a short duration to develop
tumor
• The animal model is associated with
a high rate of tumor formation (up to
100%)
• The immune system of the animal model
is intact after induction.

• The location of tumor
growth in the bladder is
different from human
• Tumor growth rate varies
among individuals
• There is no uniformity
in the occurrence and
development of tumor
• This establishment mode is
associated with a complex
process, low reproducibility,
high animal demand, and
high maintenance cost.

[5,33]

FANFTinduced

Rodents

The pathological features of transitional • This establishment mode is
cell carcinoma are similar to human associated with a low rate
bladder cancer
of tumor formation (20%)
• Moderate and severe
hyperplasia and
hydronephrosis can be
resulted
• This establishment mode
can lead to breast cancer
and transitional cell
carcinomas of renal pelvis.

MNU-induced

Rats

• The pathological features of tumorinduced by MNU are similar to human
bladder cancer
• The animal model is associated with a
high rate of tumor formation (70–100%)
• Tumor induction is manageable

MNU to 7-week-old Fischer rats, once every
other week for 6 consecutive weeks[36]. On the
other hand, Li et al. found that at 18th week, tumor
14

• Intravesical instillation that
involves insertion of thin
catheter into bladder may
damage the urethra and
cause urethral infection or
bleeding.
• This establishment mode
can result in urethral injury,
urinary tract infection, and
secondary stage of bladder
calculi.

[34,35,44,45]

[29,36,37]

occurrence rate of 6-week-old female Wistar rats
treated with MNU alone was 70.6%, while the
tumor occurrence rate was only 22.2% in the rats
Cancer+ | 2020, Volume 2, Issue 1



treated with MNU and fisetin (200 mg/kg)[37].
Fisetin is a type of flavonoid that can induce
apoptosis of bladder cancer cells by activating
p53 and inhibiting NF-κB pathways.
Induction of bladder cancer using MNU in
an animal model is a favorable method because
the establishment technique is straightforward
and tumor occurrence rate can be manipulated
as tumor formation follows a dose-dependent
manner. Therefore, the control of tumor induction
is manageable. Besides, the metabolic half-life
of MNU in the body is relatively long, which is
beneficial for tumor formation in animal models.
Nonetheless, MNU is toxic and the direct
administration through repetitive intubation
can easily lead to urethral injury, urinary tract
infection, and secondary stage of bladder calculi.
7.4 Multiple drugs-induced bladder cancer

At present, there are many chemical carcinogens
that can induce bladder carcinoma in situ.
However, most of them contribute to low
tumor formation rate, and associated with
long carcinogenesis cycle when the chemical
is administered alone, which limits their
applications to some extent. This is evident in
a study conducted by Nakanishi et al. which
found out that administration of sodium
saccharin following BBN in Fischer 344 rats
significantly enhanced the induction of bladder
hyperplasia in comparison to administration
of BBN alone, indicating the complementary
potential of saccharin in the induction of earlystage bladder lesions[38]. Complementary role in
carcinogenesis of auxiliary drugs was also found
in another study conducted by Cohen et al.[39]
In this study, male Fischer rats were fed a diet
containing 0.2% FANFT for 6 weeks, followed
by 5% sodium saccharin or 2% DL-tryptophan
for another 6 weeks. Feeding FANFT followed
by sodium saccharin significantly elevated the
incidence of bladder tumors (83.5%) compared
to feeding FANFT only (20.00%). On the
other hand, incorporation of DL-tryptophan
in the diet following FANFT feeding also
significantly elevated the incidence of bladder
tumors (51.32%) compared to feeding FANFT
only (20.00%). Thus, saccharin and tryptophan
Cancer+ | 2020, Volume 2, Issue 1
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might act as tumor-promoting agents during
bladder carcinogenesis.
Besides, carcinogenic agents such as sodium
L-ascorbate (SA)[40], sodium saccharin[41],
butylated
hydroxyanisole
(BHA)[40,42],
and epidermal growth factor (EGF)[43] can
significantly shorten tumor induction time when
they were used in combination with MNU.
Particularly, the incidence of hyperplasia in the
epithelium of bladder was higher in Fischer 344
rats treated with SA and MNU (95.0%) compared
to that in the control group treated with MUN
alone (64.7%)[40]. BHA enhanced the incidence
of hyperplasia in the epithelium of bladder in
Fischer 344 rats treated with MNU (55%–100%)
relative to that in Fischer 344 rats treated with
either BHA or MNU alone in the control groups
(0%)[42]. Similarly, EGF could also increase the
incidence of hyperplasia in the epithelium of
bladder in Fischer 344 rats treated with MNU
(21%) in comparison to that in Fischer 344
rats treated with MNU alone in the control
group (12%)[43]. These findings suggest that the
appropriate combination of multiple chemical
carcinogens can effectively increase tumor
formation rate in animal models.
7.5 Advantages and disadvantages of animal
models of chemically-induced bladder cancer

Using carcinogen to establish animal of model
bladder carcinoma in situ has many advantages.
For instance, the tumor-induced using this method
is urothelium-selective and the carcinogenesis rate
is high which is up to 100%. Most importantly,
the pathological features, gene expression, and
mutation profile of the induced tumor are similar
to human bladder cancer, which provides an ideal
model to study the occurrence, progression, and
drug-resistance of this cancer. Furthermore, the
time taken for tumor formation is relatively short
and usually can be completed within a few weeks.
Thus, a large number of animal models with a tumor
could be produced in a short period. Furthermore,
the intact immune system after chemical induction
method makes it possible to explore the function
of tumor microenvironment and tumor-infiltrating
lymphocytes, and the susceptibility of bladder
cancer to immunotherapy (Table 1).
15
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However, researchers who work animal
models of carcinogen-induced tumors with still
encounter several drawbacks. Due to the high
mortality rate caused by carcinogens, the cost
for the model establishment will be increased
directly. It should also be noted that chemical
carcinogen could lead to distinct histological
changes in various animal types or even in
different individual animals from a specific
stain. For example, FANFT could be applied in
the establishment of bladder cancer in rodents.
However, BBN is suitable for both genders
of mice and rats, although male rodents are
commonly used in this regard. MNU is only
suitable for rats since the urethra of mice is
too thin for catheterization. In general, female
rats are preferred for their anatomic structure
(Table 1).
Taken together, the use of different induction
agents and genetic backgrounds of animals can
result in differences such as location, timing, and
number of tumor lesions among individuals. In
addition, the characteristics of most bladder cancer
established by artificially defined methods are
different from those of naturally occurring bladder
cancer found in a clinical setting. Therefore,
to perform cancer induction through chemical
means, attentive measures in optimization, and
close monitoring of the establishment of animal
models need to be taken to generate a stable
and uniform model for research. Furthermore,
researchers should carefully select the suitable
methods for animal model establishment
according to research purpose.

8 Conclusion
Bladder cancer is a heterogeneous disease that
requires intensive clinical care for the patients.
With years of research and discovery, many
advanced techniques have been developed for
establishing animal models of bladder cancer,
these include the genetically engineered animal
models and animal models with patient-derived
xenograft transplant. However, the spontaneous
tumor growth and chemical inductions remain
the classical techniques in the generation of
animal models of bladder cancer attributed to
their simple and well-established protocols.
16

However, these animal models cannot utterly
resemble human cancer due to the difference
in genetic background and environmental
factors. Bladder cancer animal models provide
an avenue for carrying out an in-depth study
of bladder cancer development, progression,
metastasis, and recurrence, which collectively
form the foundation of bladder cancer biology.
It is noteworthy that the exploration of bladder
cancer biology also allows more evidence-based
investigations of potential therapeutic drugs.
Taken together, establishing animal models of
bladder cancer represent the primer that spawns
investigations entailing a deeper understanding
of bladder cancer pathogenesis and development
of novel therapeutic strategies.
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